ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The inscriptions of Angkorian temples -our primary historical texts for the 9 th to the early 15 th centuries -are rarely explicit about the resources needed for their operation and maintenance. Where endowed allocations are recorded, they normally state a daily, annual or festival provision of food to the foundation deities. This was mostly rice, which today constitutes 80 percent of the Cambodian diet (Murshid 1998: 16) . Some texts mention the maintenance of temple staff. These were the personnel, from the khñuṃ vraḥ (slaves of the god), who fed, dressed, bathed, and entertained the deities, to the clerics conducting the rituals. We are told very little about them, other than perhaps their names in sometimes-long lists, their categories in order of status, their dependent children and perhaps their village (Lustig and Lustig 2013) . Support was always in kind, since Angkor's society did not use money (Wicks 1992 : 183-218, Lustig 2009 . Only a few inscriptions tell us how much rice was allocated, how often, and to how many people. A handful -K. numbers 56 , 254 (CE 1129), 273 (CE 1186), 279, 290, 701 (all CE 889-915) , 908 (CE 1191) and 989 (CE 1008) 1 -set out the allowances for both deities and personnel in some detail, with only two of these (K. 989 and K. 254) having information sufficient for accounting analysis. Although the lower-status field workers, the khñuṃ (slaves or bondsmen) or ʼnak (people), appear in equally long lists, provision for them is not specified.
An initial investigation -seeking answers to the broad question of how the temples and their personnel were maintained -revealed ambiguities, anomalies and lacunae, similar to those encountered by other researchers (Coedès 1951: 181, n. 4; Sedov 1963; Soutif 2009: 136-153) . There seemed to be instances of incredible precision juxtaposed with careless arithmetic, which was often difficult to follow. In accounting terms, the books didn't seem to balance. Such accounting appeared to contrast appreciably with the apparent accuracy in weighing precious metals to a fraction of a gram (Soutif 2009: 152) and the precision of calculations in Khmer contemporary astronomy (Eade 1995: 94) .
The founders, their families and their appointees should have had good reasons to keep proper records on the operation of their religious establishments, to help them manage the resources derived from the lands and villages they had assigned to their foundations, and the labour of the attached workers (Thion 1993: 98) . Where temple lands were free of levies, the founders might wish 1 All inscriptions we refer to are listed in Supplementary File 1, together with their dates and sources. The lines and inscription faces in Khmer texts, or the stanzas in Sanskrit texts are given in the paper, together with CE dates, where mentioned the first time, or where the dates are relevant to the discussion.
to know the amount of tax-free surpluses produced. 2 As well, where the superior was required to promote the enrichment of the establishment, as in the texts of three of Yaśovarman's (CE 889-915) āśrama (K. Nos. 701: LIII, 279: LII, 290: XLIX), proper accounts would have been vital, given too that, as we show in these and other temples and āśrama, elites were well provided for and could accumulate wealth. 3
It is possible that detailed and accurate temple accounts are rare because they had been kept elsewhere on perishable materials. Yet this begs the question of why one would record partial or inaccurate information in a very permanent manner -on stone -and leads us to a broader question: can such records, even if imprecise, tell us something of the allocation of temple resources and the organisation and conditions of temple workers? THE ENDOWMENTS: PROVISION FOR THE FOUNDATIONS The deities had the highest priority. Some texts mention only annual or daily amounts or quantities for auspicious days and holidays. In many cases, the endowment provided only rice. For example, K. 33 (CE 1017: 29) tells us that a number of servants who were named "were ordered to provide 1½ je of milled rice for each fortnight at the full moon [and] new moon." 4 Other inscriptions specify a variety of offerings for the gods, including fruits.
For the sacrifice to the god: 2 liḥ of fruits. . One hundred head of cattle, twenty buffaloes. ○ The ricefield from where they make the [cooked] rice for the god, (situated) to the] east and southeast of the reservoir, extending to the river, the ricefield Chok Phlvas, the ricefield from which [they] make the paddy for the allowance to the 2 We cannot be sure if all temples were exempt from state and local impositions, as immunities are mentioned only sometimes. It is possible that many, if not all, of those that were exempt had been offered to the king as "royal foundations" (Dominique Soutif, pers. comm. 2015) .
3 This must have been a strong inducement for so many private foundations to be set up and explains the disputes over land and genealogy in numerous inscriptions of the 10 th and 11 th centuries (Vickery 1985) .
4 English translations of the quotations in this paper are by the authors, adapted from the original French translations. kamrateṅ jagat at Liṅgapura, the ricefield Sarāḥ.
K. 350 (CE 978-1077: S10-15) In some texts, notably from Roluos (late 9 th c.) and Koh Ker (ca. CE 928-944), personnel are listed hierarchically in the hundreds, according to their roles in the temple. Yet provision for these staff might be indicated in only very general terms, as in K. 256 (CE 984: II, 36) , "subsistence for those in service" or as allocations of rice to personnel, exemplified in K. 56 (B28-31). Occasionally, necessities for their roles, such as clothing, were also given. K. 989 (C10) records that on festival days the purohita was given "1 yau of replacement garments and, as dakṣiṇ ā (fees), 2 je of paddy." Angkorian inscriptions never mention provision of food other than rice for temple personnel. Yet vegetables and some protein must have been consumed. Burton Stein (1980: 164-165) , writing about Coromandel Chola period brahmadeya villages, noted a "lack of specificity" in some inscriptions about how endowments were to be effected. He argued that neither the donor nor the temple functionaries could have been indifferent. Rather, while it was important to record the act of donation, the procedures for fulfilling the obligations were so well known and understood, there was no need to write them down. For Angkorian practice, albeit for deities, we might note stanza XLII of the Ta Prohm inscription K. 273 (CE 1186), where it is stated that, "The accessories for oblation such as fruits, vegetables etc., are not specified here: as these are well-known items, one can rely on customary practice."
Most Angkorian accounting differs markedly from the very detailed records of provision in some Sri Lankan and South Indian inscriptions (Hultzsch 1987; Ismail 1984; Wickremasinghe 1912) , which are set out systematically according to the role of the worker. One text from the Tanjavur temple specifies the shares allocated to the workers, where they will be housed, and the entitlements of their relatives.
[…] and transferred (a number of) temple women from other temple establishments of the Chola country as temple women of the lord of the Śrî-Râjarâjêśvara temple. To (these persons) shares were allotted as allowance. (The value) of each share (which consisted of the produce) of (one In some Chola inscriptions, the resources used for maintaining the temple operation were calculated accu-rately: donated money was loaned out to village communities and the interest was computed at 12½ percent per annum. This was converted precisely to an annual quantity of paddy based on a fixed price and then revalued in terms of other commodities also at fixed exchange rates (Hultzsch 1987 II: 18, 75, 149) . The interest could then be repaid in kind or cash and used to maintain temple rituals .
[…] the members of the assembly of […] [have received from …] who has been pleased to take up gladly his abode in (the temple called) Śrī-Rājarâjêśvara at Tañjâvûr, -500 [kâśu] out of the money, which […] had deposited for the requirements of this (image). For (these 500 kâśu), we have to pay each year from [(the harvest of)…] as long as the moon and the sun shall endure, an interest of 62½ kâśu into the treasury of the lord of the Śrī-Rājarâjêśvara (temple) -the rate of interest being 1/8 kâśu per year for each kâśu. Râjêndra-Chôla Inscription 15 (ca. CE 1034) In Angkorian foundations, the temple auditors must also have documented the input and output of resources in detail to ensure their smooth operation. A stanza of inscription K. 1002 (1022: XXVIII) appears to refer to accounting activities within the temple: "His palace was filled each day with groups occupied entirely with doing the accounts for the accessories (of …), as if there were no other occupation." Such records are now lost. Yet, while the degradation of documents on plant material may account for the loss of much information, it cannot explain the apparent inconsistencies and instances of excessive precision found in those stone inscriptions that allow analysis of their temple accounts.
ACCOUNTING

A varying unit of measure
One complication encountered in analysing the accounts is that the scale of Angkorian weights and measures appears to have varied over time, at least for rice. In an addendum to George Coedès' translation of the Ta Prohm inscription K. 273, Palmyr Cordier (1906: 82) examined the scales used for the prescribed commodities. He proposed that the Sanskrit scale of weight and capacity for rice was as summarised in Table 1 , and put forward equivalent metric weights for each unit. Coedès (1941: 291, n. 2) demonstrated in his translation of the Preah Khan inscription K. 908, that the recorded total of two given quantities of rice (LXLIV, LII, LIII) 5 followed the scale in the first column of Table 1 . Cordier (1906: 82) assigned the metric weights on the basis that this scale was from the Māgadhaparibhāṣā,as set out in the Caraka Saṃhitā 6 (Sharma 1998: 581) -5 75 khārīkā ½ droṇa + 22 khārī 2 droṇa 14 prastha = 97 khārī 3 droṇa 6 prastha 6 This text traces its origins to a treatise by Agniveśa in the early Buddhist period (Ray and Gupta 1965: 9) For the much-studied Trapeang Don On inscription K. 254, bilingual in Sanskrit and Khmer, Coedès (1951: 181, n. 4) postulated that the Khmer units of weight were close to the Sanskrit ones, and in two sets of corresponding verses, they appear to be equivalent. 9 However, as the two left-hand columns of Table 2 10 show, while 2001: ii) and the 2 nd c. CE (Ray and Gupta 1965: 11) .
7 Scales in other Indian texts contain units with the same names as those in Table 1 but with ratios between them that are different. In the Arthaśāstra (Olivelle 2013) , and the Śārṅgadhara Saṃhitā (Murthy 2001: 3) , one khārī equals 16 droṇa, not 4 droṇa as with the Caraka Saṃhitā.
8 The scale of Caraka appears to be based on seeds such as mustard and barley, while the scale of Suśruta is based on rice grains and the seeds of unspecified pulses, possibly peas, beans or lentils. Yet even where the same seeds are specified, the multiples can differ. For example, in the Caraka Saṃhitā, a guñjā or Abrus seed weighs the same as 4 big mustard seeds, while it weighs 32 of them in the Suśruta Saṃhitā (Bhishagratna, 1911: 548) . D. B. Ellepola (1936: 127) noted this too for scales of weight in Sri Lanka, suggesting that as travel was then mostly localised, a lack of uniformity would likely not be "any great inconvenience". 9 Two Sanskrit stanzas corresponding to two Khmer lines suggest that the units are equivalent: the daily offerings of 2 āḍhaka less 2 kuḍuva to the 3 Gods and the Fire, in the Sanskrit stanzas XIX-XXI, being equivalent to 7 liḥ 2 'var in Khmer lines 23-25; and the Sanskrit stanzas XVII-XVIII having 14 khārī 1 droṇa 13 prastha 1 kuḍuva, with the corresponding Khmer passage B29-33 having the amount 14 thlvaṅ 1 je 13 liḥ 1 'var. 10 Cordier's (1906: 82) scale is for weights. For liquids, the weight value multiplied by 2 gives volumes of the same names. In K. 273, Coedès (1906) assigns the same units for weight and capacity to non-liquids, including rice. (See, for example, his Note 3 on page 76.) Thus rice weighing one prastha filled a container with a volume of one prastha. In the introduction to his translation of K. 254, Coedès (1951: 18) points out that this text was the basis for establishing the table of equivalence of Coedès (1951: 188, 191 ) took one droṇa to equal 16 prastha, he suggested 1 je was equal to 15 liḥ -to allow calculated totals to equal or approximate the stated totals in this inscription. 11 Yet this hypothesis fails for another part of the same inscription, 12 from which Dominique Soutif (2009: 138) concludes, logically, that for K. 254 at least, a droṇa was 15 prastha (right-hand column of Table 2 ), which is the same as the Khmer ratio. Thus, while in K. 273 (CE 1186) a droṇa or je equalled 16 prastha or liḥ, in K. 254 (CE 1129) it was 15, raising the possibility that the ratio changed some time after the latter inscription was written.
Addressing some ambiguities
Numerals have often altered substantially over space and time in both India and Southeast Asia (Renou and Filliozat 1953: 703-708; Soutif 2008) , and are sometimes difficult to distinguish from each other. This is so for the Old Khmer digits for 4 and 5 (e.g. Coedès 1942 : 89, n. 4, Soutif 2008 . In lines B39-C1 of the Prasat Beng inscription K. 989, the daily offerings were made to five gods. However, lines C2 and C6 refer to only 4 divinities, and line C5 prescribes 4 je per day of rice to be offered up in Kārttika, arguably 1 je for each divinity (Coedès 1964: 177-178 ). An examination of an image of these lines on the stele (rubbing: EFEO-n1271c) shows, in fact, that the offerings are to be made to the 5 divinities mentioned earlier, with 1 je per day for each of them during Kārttika. This apparent anomaly was thus simply a misreading.
The numerous instances, where quantities of milled rice or paddy are stated without a unit of measurement, presented us with a different ambiguity. The unstated 'measure' is commonly the largest unit recorded and is measures of "capacity" for rice between Sanskrit and Old Khmer.
11 For example, the Khmer lines B35-38 record the provision of 8 thlvaṅ 3 je 2 'var of rice from designated riceland for the subsistence of temple workers (khñuṃ vraḥ). This amounts to 2,266 'var, whereas the Sanskrit stanza XXIII states that this quantity is 2,126 kuḍuva. Following Coedès' hypothesis, the Khmer amount would also be 2,126 'var. The same point can be made for Khmer lines B34-35 and Sanskrit stanza XXV.
12 If Coedès' hypothesis is applied in stanzas XVII-XVIII, the Sanskrit amount would total 3,701 kuḍuva, while to reach the equivalent amount in Khmer units, 3,701 'var, the Khmer lines B29-33 would have to be 15 thlvaṅ 1 je 10 liḥ 1 'var, not 14 thlvaṅ 1 je 13 liḥ 1 'var. often rounded to the nearest 10 or 100. In three inscriptions -K. 726 (CE 678-777), K. 353S (CE 1046) and K. 571 (CE 978-1077) -the 'measure' appears to be greater than the thlvaṅ, since it appears first, as, for example, in the 20 (measures) 4 thlvaṅ of paddy of K. 571 (16). In K. 989 however, the unstated measure is clearly a thlvaṅ. In line C5 discussed above, where 5 je is offered up daily, the paddy required each year is given as "20 10 7 je 2", and interpreted by Coedès (1964: 187) as "37 (thlvaṅ) 2 je". It is a simple matter to see that in a fortnight of 15 days, the measure should equal one thlvaṅ. For the records in this inscription to have been consistent, the same interpretation should apply to lines C1-2, C5-6 and C7, to be discussed below.
Inconsistencies in the calculations for the allowances can be discerned in a few other texts. For example, totals are sometimes not the sum of their parts. Coedès (1924: 351, n. 3) examined the measurements of land in K. 397 (CE 1112: E5-12) carefully, and concluded that no matter how the digits were interpreted, the total length was less than the sum of the individual parts of the perimeter boundary. We see this too in the totalling of lists of working personnel in K. 99 (CE 932: N17-18), K. 143 (CE 977: A27) and K. 263 (CE 984: D31). In K. 254, the text states the volume of rice for the deities for the waxing and waning fortnights over one year to be 28 khāri 3 droṇa 11 prastha 2 kuḍuva. The issue here is that while the total should be 6,946 kuḍuva, 13 the amount is said to be 6,926
kuḍuva. In K. 989 (C7-8), the following apparent discrepancy could have been one of transcription. The total paddy for maintaining the gods for 1 year is given as 2 slik 14 100 (+) 80 thlvaṅ 2 je, or 980 thlvaṅ 2 je. This should be the sum of various allocations given in lines B41-C1, which however, add up to 1,097 thlvaṅ, 15 or 1,074 thlvaṅ if the amounts rounded off in the inscription are used. 16 Thus the yearly total could have been more accurate if stated as 1,080 thlvaṅ 2 je (2 slik 200 (+) 80 thlvaṅ 2 je) -a transcription error of 100. In the same inscription, we see also on line C7 that the total paddy offered up for the festivals is 130 thlvaṅ each year. Yet when the paddy 13 See Sanskrit stanzas XVII-XVIII. From the scale of measures in Column 3 of Table 2 , this is calculated to be (28 x 240 + 3 x 60 + 11 x 4 + 2) or 6,946 kuḍuva. The equivalent Khmer lines are B29-33. 14 1 slik = 400 15 Here 1 je is taken to be 15 liḥ (Section 3.1).
16 In K. 989, daily offerings to five gods are set out in detail, but the stated total of rice required is not equal to the sum of the individual items being rounded to the nearest je. For example, the daily offerings to the Śivalinga (B41-43) amount to 28 liḥ, which is rounded up by 7 percent to 2 je (30 liḥ), while the allocation to the Parameśvara (B43-45) totals 17 liḥ, which is rounded down by 12 percent to 1 je (15 liḥ). required for each festival (C1-7) is added, the total is close to 103 thlvaṅ. This could be more than a simple transposition of digits, since the number 130 was written as 100 (+) 20 (+) 10, whereas in the context of this inscription, 103 might have been written 100 (+) 3. In highlighting errors such as these, we do not suggest that they are remarkable in a medieval society in which likely few people were literate and numerate. Indeed, as the endowments and allocations would probably have first been written on palm leaf or the like, and then copied at least once before being inscribed, it is understandable that errors may have been made.
Excessive precision
What appear to be errors of a different kind are records of quantities detailed down to very small units. On first encounter, these seem to affirm high accuracy on the part of the auditor. However, there are records of quantities of rice whose extreme precision is curious. For example, what is the significance of the 2 kuḍuva in an amount 6,946 kuḍuva in the example from K. 254 in the previous paragraph? Annual harvests could have been neither predicted nor apportioned with an accuracy of ± 0.02 percent, which this implies.
In inscription K. 989 (C8), the total amount of paddy, milled rice and cooked rice needed for the daily offerings, as well as for all the festivals, is stated to be an annual volume of paddy, 3 slik 3 thlvaṅ and 2 je. However, 1 je (or ¼ thlvaṅ) in the context of about 1,200 thlvaṅ implies an accuracy of 1 in 10,000 or ± 0.01 percent. Such precision would have been almost impossible to achieve. Small amounts of rice were likely measured by scoops, perhaps of ceramic pots or hollowed-out coconut shells; larger quantities might have corresponded to baskets that could be carried by people, or by carts (Antelme 2011) . One slik of paddy might have been the amount brought in by about 20 oxcarts . 17 Thus the 3 slik specified in this inscription might have been the quantity of grain delivered by 60 oxcarts. The additional 3 thlvaṅ and 2 je would have served little operational purpose, being about a sixth of a cartload. Perhaps the administrators calculated the amount of rice by assuming a particular yield per unit area and multiplied this by the total area. But, given that harvests vary from year to year, and that the luni-solar year varied between 354 and 385 days (Eade, 1995: 57) , as well as the vagaries of measurement, such precision seems pointless, and the total should logically have been rounded off to the nearest slik. The failure to round off is even more curious, given that, as we have seen, 16 some totals were made up of daily quantities that were themselves rounded off -perhaps by as much as 12 percent. We are inclined to the view that the founder endowed a round amount annually, and then left it to the temple administration to determine the allocations for the gods and the festivals.
17 This is based on an oxcart carrying about 1.3 m 3 of milled rice, and the bulk density of milled rice being about 800 kg/m 3 (IRRI, accessed 14/10/13).
What then was the significance of the additional 3 thlvaṅ and 2 je?
A similar question stems from the offerings totalling 6 thlvaṅ of rice for the Five Festivals at the same temple (C2-3). The inscription states that this quantity required 12 thlvaṅ 2 je of paddy, which would imply a conversion ratio of 2.08333. If the amount had been an even 12 thlvaṅ, this ratio would simply have been 2, a much more workable ratio. It could then follow that the additional 2 je of paddy had little to do with practical computations, particularly as the ratio used for calculating the amount of paddy needed for conversion to rice was always 2 in this inscription, as will be argued below.
In the Ta Prohm inscription K. 273 (XLV), the daily rice, 917 prastha, to feed either 970 people living with the reader or 1,409 -if we add to this the 439 holy men in the royal palace (LXXXII) -is specified to the nearest prastha. 18 Is it credible for such an exact quantity to be meaningful for such a large number of people? 19 Fluctuations in doling out so many meals would surely exceed a single prastha. Other instances of flawed accuracy can be found in the same text where up to 4 units of measure are employed for the quantities of commodities, such as honey (stanza LX), which was levied from villages. An even less credible display of precision is seen in stanza LIII, where it is written that paddy of 4,093 khārika 1 droṇa 2 kuḍuva is to be supplied by villages. One kuḍuva in about 4,000 khārika implies an accuracy of ±1 in 2 million, which would have been impossible.
These examples may point to a desire on the part of the auditors to demonstrate their proficiency in an esoteric occupation by providing some excessively -and possibly in some cases, fictitiously -precise details in their accounting. They may have been aware of records of land tax calculations, temple loans and entitlements in Indian temples, calculated in fine detail, and sought to appear equally skillful. 20 The founders likely would not have objected to such displays.
Rice conversion ratios
Chola inscriptions value 5 measures of paddy as worth 2 measures of rice (Hultzsch 1987: 75, 129, 149) . That paddy also had a fixed value in Karnataka is evident from local texts where workers were paid sometimes in money, sometimes in standardised volumes of paddy, or in both (Ismail, 1984: 131-134) . Certainly during the latter part of the 13 th century, the price ratio of paddy to rice was consistently 5:2 (Ismail: 86-87). K.V.S. Aiyer (2013 Aiyer ( [1917 :
18 The sattra of the people who live at the teacher's house and at the reader's house: rice daily, 14 khāri 1 drona 5 prastha = 917 prastha.
19 It is possible that the 5 prastha were included to satisfy the Sanskrit metre, but this could not explain the cases of excess precision in the prose of the Khmer texts.
20 Nevertheless, we have yet to see contemporary Indian examples of high precision that did not derive from calculations. 375) has argued (for the Dekhan) that the ratio for converting paddy to rice was actually about 2:1, 21 and that the extra (20 percent of) paddy was for the wages for pounding and cleaning the grain -as might be expected in a market economy.
In an Angkorian temple on the other hand, the labour of transformation need not have been accounted for. Temple personnel who grew, milled and cooked the paddy of temple lands (for example, the two rice pounders at a hospital chapel, mentioned in K. 368 [CE 1186 : XXV]) would likely have been supported as part of the foundation establishment, so there would have been little need to allow for the cost of labour. Since the actual conversion ratio must have varied with type of rice, quality of harvest and degree of milling, it would have been practicable for the accountants to adopt a simple ratio, such as 2:1 or 5:2, close to what was observed. These ratios would need to have been kept constant, to make the calculations tractable. On the other hand, if specified quantities of paddy were to be provided to the temple from outside sources, it would have made sense to allow specifically for the labour entailed. In the Ta Prohm inscription K. 273, the ratio for converting paddy to rice is stated to be 4:1 (stanza LII), far greater than the physical conversion ratio of 2:1, possibly to factor in an amount for the labour of milling and the degree of refinement of the rice.
The results from reconstructing the accounts in K. 989 support our view that the ratio used for converting paddy to hulled rice at Prasat Beng was 2. This ratio is derived from the daily offerings of milled rice for a fortnight during Kārttika (line C5), for the month of Caitra (lines C6-7), and for the Five Festivals (lines C2-3), where in each case, the milled rice is half the volume of the paddy. 22 The same ratio has also been obtained from lines B41 to C8 iteratively. 23
The same ratio of 2 was used for lines C1-2, where the 1 je of milled rice offered to each of the five divinities at the saṅkrānta festival required 30 thlvaṅ of paddy annual-21 This is supported by evidence from modern hand milling, which indicates an even greater efficiency, the ratio derived from an Indonesian study being about 1.7 (Weitz-Hettelsater Engineers 1972: 722).
22 The small discrepancy in the amount for the Five Festivals is discussed above in Section 3.3.
23 Lines B41-C1 specify the daily allocations of milled rice to the gods, while lines C1-7 set out the allocations for various festivals in both rice and paddy. The total annual requirement for both is stated as paddy in lines C7-8 (the 3 slik 3 thlvaṅ 2 je discussed in Section 3.3 above). Equating the sum of the amounts for the daily (rice) and festival (paddy and rice) offerings to the stated total (paddy), we obtain by trial and error a value of between 1.96 and 2.02 for the ratio for converting paddy to rice. This variation depends on the number of days in the year used in the calculations and whether or not anomalies discussed in this paper are incorporated. Supplementary File 3. ) Dividing the annual amount of paddy in je by the number of divinities, 5, and by the conversion ratio of 2, we find that the festival was celebrated 12 times, i.e. monthly. Jenner (2009) and Coedès in his translations, interpret the festival of saṅkrānta as being the New Year. 24 However, Sanskrit dictionaries are less specific, interpreting it as the (celebration of the) passage of the sun or a planet from one sign or position in the heavens into another (MonierWilliams 2005), while Pou (2001) leaves the term untranslated. Saṅkrānta might then conceivably occur annually (perhaps at the New Year), six-monthly or quarterly (according to the solstices and equinoxes), monthly (at the new moon or on entering a new constellation) or fortnightly (at the full and half-moons). The following lines from a royal order for allocations for an āśrama indicate that saṅkrānta was celebrated according to the passage of the sun, since not every saṅkrānta was at a change in the moon's phase.
ly. (See A1 in
At changes in the moon's phase: two pāda of melted butter; two pāda of curdled milk; two pāda of honey; two 'var of fruit juice; at the saṅkrānta [Coedès trans. 'New Year'], one thlvaṅ of milled rice; at changes in the moon's phase, only one je of milled rice; […] K. 391 (CE 1082: W27-30) On the other hand, a text on a stele from Phnom Bayang, K. 850 (CE 1078-1177: 11), suggests saṅkrānta at that temple marked the passage of the moon, and may have been a fortnightly event. Amongst the staff were "men for service at saṅkrānta" for the clear fortnight. There is an equivalent direction for the alternate fortnight.
Another auspicious day mentioned in the same text, the tithiviśeṣana (a hapax), has been glossed as both "the first day of the lunar fortnight" (Jenner, 2009 ) and the "distinction of the tithi" (Coedès) . 25 As a tīthī is a lunar day, and viśeṣaṇa implies a particularisation, tithiviśeṣana could be one or more particular days in a lunar month. Since the number of tithiviśeṣana per month must be a whole number, the stated 12 thlvaṅ 12 liḥ of paddy per year for this festival would require 1 je to equal 15 liḥ, a paddy-rice conversion ratio of 2, and 4 tithiviśeṣana to be observed per month. (See A2 in Supplementary File 3.) One possibility is that these days fell on the new moon, the full moon and the two half moons.
Our examination of the fortnightly offerings of 4 liḥ of rice for the 4 castes (line C4) exposed an anomaly, however. Given that the paddy-to-rice conversion ratio has been 2 in the rest of this text, it should be 2 here as well. We show in A4 in Supplementary File 3 that one je must then equal 16, not 15 liḥ as elsewhere in the inscription. We cannot arrive at a logical explanation for this.
24) This could be because today saṃkrānti is celebrated for three days at the New Year (Soutif pers. comm. 2015) . 25 Coedès 1964 (187, n. 1) cites M.K. Bhattacharya, who infers this meaning from the Viṣṇudharmottara, I, 56, 18.
The prescription in K. 989 (C5-6) for cooked rice in Caitra provides a strong indication of the volume conversion ratio used for milled to cooked rice, presumably being a whole or half number, for ease of calculation. The 3 liḥ of cooked rice required daily for the divinities over the month needed 3 thlvaṅ 3 je of milled rice. For this statement to be correct, 1 je again had to equal 15 liḥ and a unit volume of milled rice had to be considered as producing 2 units of cooked rice. (See A3 in Supplementary File 3.) Mohapatra and Bal (2006: 257) have demonstrated that the volumetric ratio of cooked rice to unbroken milled rice could vary between 2 and 4, depending on the weight loss through milling, which ranged between 2 percent and 18 percent in their experiment. The less the weight loss, the lower was the ratio (Mohapatra and Bal: figure 3 ). The conversion ratio of 2 in K. 989 thus suggests a low degree of milling.
SUPPORT AND SCHEDULING OF TEMPLE PERSONNEL
Allocations of rice
Three texts from Yaśovarman's āśrama, K. 701; K. 279; K. 290, tell us how much rice was allocated each day to different members of the community from the master down to young boys (LXXVII-LXXXIV). Young boys received 2 kuduva (½ liḥ) to 3 kuduva (¾ liḥ), the amount presumably depending on their size or age. The young and old hermits and Vishnuites were allocated 1 prastha (or 1 liḥ), which Soutif (2009, p.141 ) has estimated to be 500 g, on the assumption that this is what an average adult consumes per day. 26 We agree with this approach in principle, but suggest that Soutif's calculations might be modified. K.A.S. Murshid (1998: 15-16 ) has reported on an investigation of rice consumption in three Cambodian villages, one producing rice surplus to requirements, one with a rice deficit, and a fishing village. He found little variation between them, with the average being about 570 g/day for an adult. Murshid also found little variation in the contribution of rice to the total caloric intake (~80 percent) across the socio-economic spectrum, implying that food energy intake was proportional to rice consumption. As the caloric intake varies with age, sex and the degree of activity of the person (Passmore et al. 1974: 6-13) , adult males of a village could consume about 15 percent more rice (~660 g/day) than the average of male and female adults (Passmore et al. We can now estimate the value of the prastha (or liḥ). If the amount of 1 prastha assigned to young and old hermits were a subsistence ration, then the 2 kuḍuva for the youngest of the boys would feed children of only about 2-3 years of age (Figure 1) . 27 On the other hand, if 26 Soutif derives this from Groslier (1979: 41) and Gravelle (1915: 17) .
27 See also Supplementary File 2.
2 kuḍuva was the allowance for boys of 5 to 6 years, and 3 kuḍuva (or 0.75 prastha) was the basic ration for the oldest boys aged 12 to 14, this would accord more with their caloric requirements -in this we suppose that students would not be given rice surplus to their needs. The daily requirement for adults would thus have been about 0.77 prastha (liḥ)/day. If we equate this amount to the 660 g/day for adult males (above), then a prastha (or liḥ) of milled rice might have weighed about 860 g and the khārī (or thlvaṅ) about 51 kg if, as we have proposed in Section 3.1, a thlvaṅ was equivalent to 60 liḥ at this time. 28 Perhaps not by chance, a similar ration equivalent to 0.75 liḥ (prastha) was given to the lowest ranking personnel in K. 989, a century later at Prasat Beng, when they were off duty (lines C22-27). 29 Table 1 of Passmore et al. (1974) This allowance might now be compared with the 917 prastha for the 970 or 1,409 "people at the residence of the teacher and the reader" at Ta Prohm (Section 3.3 above), nearly two centuries later again. If this quantity were only for feeding the 970 people with the reader, the amount of rice per person would have been 0.95 prastha per day, which is close to the one prastha provided to the 28 By comparison, Cordier (1906: 82) proposed that the khārī (a thlvaṅ) weighed 95 kg; Pou (1984: 145-6) and Michel Antelme (2004: 23) cited B-P Groslier's estimate of 59 kg; Soutif (2009: 142) estimated the thlvaṅ to be 30 kg; while Antelme (2011: 350) notes that the modern tanlūṅ in the Khmer-speaking Thai province of Surin weighs between 220 and 276 kg, and poses the question of whether the tanlūṅ is derived from the thlvaṅ. Regardless, we consider it highly unlikely that their values remained unchanged over centuries.
29 This assumes that 1 unit of rice produces 2 units of cooked rice. (See Section 3.4.) young and old monks in Yaśovarman's āśrama. If however, part of the 917 prastha also fed the 439 holy men, the average ration would have been 0.65 prastha per day. If the holy men were allocated 0.75 liḥ, it follows that that the 970 students received an average of about 0.6 liḥ, consistent with the 0.5 to 0.75 liḥ for the young boys in the āśrama. Under this scenario, the value of the prastha would not have changed much over three centuries. An alternative is that the 1,409 people all received the same ration and the value of the prastha had increased by about 15 percent in this period.
Mostly, the lowest ranking workers at Prasat Beng were allowed at least 2 liḥ of cooked rice per day (or 1 liḥ of milled rice) when they were on duty (lines C25-27). If they only required about ¾ liḥ per day to live as suggested by their off-duty allowance, they would have been able to retain the surplus of ¼ liḥ. In addition, they were allowed generous amounts of rice on festival days. In Yaśovar-man's āśrama, some of the allocation of 1 prastha (4 kuḍuva) to the young and old hermits could also have been surplus to their needs. Further, the elite in these establishments were given 1½-3 prastha (liḥ) per day.
Yet in K. 254, even the elite seem not to have received enough to live on. We see on line B24 that 7.5 liḥ per day, which equates to about 10,620 'var of hulled rice per year, were provided for the establishment of the "cult of the three gods and the Sacred Fire" annually. 30 Now the total 'vroḥ' of four assigned ricefields 31 comes to approximately the same amount, 10,672 'var (lines B33-35). Thus the only acknowledged sources of rice for the whole establishment were these four ricefields. Vroḥ has been interpreted variously to mean 'productivity', 'capacity', 'yield', 'perimeter', 'area', 'to sow', and 'a measure of seed to sow a ricefield' (Coedès, 1937 -1966 , Jenner, 2009 , Pou, 2001 , and these would normally imply that the commodity was unhusked rice. However, since line B24 states explicitly that the quantities offered to the foundation are in milled rice, here vroḥ should mean 'the milled rice obtainable from the given ricefields'. This interpretation is also possible where vroḥ is used in other Angkorian texts. Three of the four assigned ricefields providing vroḥ of 3,746 'var went directly to personnel. It is straightforward to determine that the officiant was allocated 0.62 liḥ per day, the chaplain 0.51 liḥ per day, and sanctuary slaves still less. Even if the vroḥ from the fourth ricefield reserved for the deities, 6,926 'var, was subsequently allocated to these individuals, it would still not 30 A lunar year has been taken as 354 days, 6 months with 29 days and 6 months with 30 days (Eade 1995: 57) .
31 The four fields are: for holy worship (6,926 'var) ; for the officiant(s) (897 'var); for the purohita (741 'var) ; and for the khñuṃ vraḥ (2,126 'var) . Although Jenner and Coedès interpret smiṅ as 'officiants', its precedence in the text and the amount of rice suggest to us that there was only one officiant.
have been sufficient to support them. 32 They must have received additional food, perhaps from their villages or other temple lands, by growing it, or even through the trading of high-value sacrificial offerings, which is seen in India today.
In K. 989 (C7-8; C27-29) and even in K. 254 (B35-38), we see that the gods were offered roughly double the amount allocated to temple personnel and infer that this was not wasted. In K. 368 (XXVII), a Jayavarman VII hospital chapel, the daily leftovers were to be given to the sick. Inscription K. 684 (CE 878-1077: 15-17) indicates that sacrificial food was allocated to the elite. In this text, yajñaśeṣa, what is left [to be performed] of a sacrifice, or the remains of the sacrifice (Jenner 2009 ), seems unambiguous. The deity received an offering of 1 je. Five somewhat prestigious individuals associated with the temple were then allotted all of this. 33
Allowances owing to the kamrateṅ jagat at Vnaṃ Kantāl by the vraḥ kamrateṅ of Vraḥ Thkvāl: 1 je of milled rice at the saṅkranta.
[…] The remains of the sacrifices (are thus distributed): 5 liḥ to the inspector of the royal service; 2 liḥ to the venerable (bhagavan); 1 liḥ to the guard of the treasury; 1 liḥ to the guard of the holy registers; 6 liḥ to the person performing that sacrifice.
K. 684 (15-17)
The provision of ricefields for the subsistence of some sanctuary workers is documented in only three inscriptions: in K. 254 (CE 1129: B35-38) for the khñuṃ vraḥ; and in K. 754 (CE 1308: B12-13) for officials, kamrateṅ 'añ. The allocations in K. 702 (CE 1025) are for certain temple personnel, though apparently not for a number of lower status khñuṃ listed at the end.
Two ricefields southwest of the Ulloka reservoir are reserved for the …: to the west of this reservoir, for two cooks; to the north of that reservoir, for two leaf 32 Twenty-one people (not counting five children) were receiving rice from the temple ricefields, so the 6,926 'var available annually from the ricefield for the cult of the gods would, on average, have provided 0.23 liḥ/person. When added to the official allocations, this would have been enough for the officiant (0.84 liḥ/day) and the purohita (0.74 liḥ/day), but well short of adequate for the khñuṃ vraḥ (0.31 liḥ/day, barely enough for a 1-year old). An alternative explanation, that the value of the liḥ at Trapeang Don On was two or three times greater than at Ta Prohm 57 years later, is possible, but in our opinion, unlikely. This foundation was located less than 15 km from the centre of Angkor, well within its influence, and where the Ta Prohm would be built. One additional possibility is that the khñuṃ vraḥ at Trapeang Don On received enough to live on, while those in the Yaśovarman āśrama and those living with the professor at Ta Prohm received two to three times more than they needed. We consider this too to be unlikely. 33 We note here that the 1 je was equal to 15 liḥ as in K. 254, which was written one to two centuries later. (See Section 3.1.) makers; To the east of that reservoir, for … musicians; to the south … of that reservoir and the jranyaṅ tree(s), for two dancers and singers; inside the delimited land, near the jranyaṅ tree(s) for doorkeeper(s) who guard …; […] Khñuṃ offered to the temple: [29 named]. K. 702 (B9-16) Did the temple maintain them, or did they rely on other sources? Whatever the case, we can see from the few examples we have discussed here, that the mode of support for temple workers was far from uniform. Perhaps perspective might be gained through some appreciation of the institution of the fortnightly work schedule.
The fortnightly work schedule
The Angkorian inscriptions K. 258 (CE 1107: A80) and K. 989 mention people, mainly officiants, working in shifts or in turn (vera), the latter being the only text where we see allowances to personnel both on and off duty. The length of each shift is not specified. Nevertheless from the late 9 th century, other texts refer to temple work groups or individuals assigned to either the period of the waxing moon (khnet) or the waning moon (rṇoc), i.e. half a lunar month or a fortnight each. 34
Slaves to provide what is due: tai Kanso; another tai Kanso; tai Kaṃvṛk; tai Thkon; tai Kañcan; si Vṛd-dhipura -these for the fortnight of the waxing moon.
[For] the fortnight of the waning moon: tai Kandhan; tai Kaṃbh□; si Kaṃvit; tai Samākula; si Saṃ'ap; si Kaṃvai. K. 374 (CE 1042: 9-12) The lunar half-month in Southeast Asian calendric systems derived from the Hindu version, is 15 tithi, or lunar days, the mean average time between full and new moon. From K. 391 (W18-19), we know some Angkorian temples had a resident astronomer/astrologer (hora) to calculate when auspicious days would start and finish: "khloñ vala ta rap hora vraḥ kamrateṅ 'añ ta siṅ phoṅ pratipakṣaI" (the commandant who reckons the hours of the vraḥ kamrateṅ 'añ who are on duty during both fortnights). The astronomer would have determined when new phases of the moon would start, and temple workers on one fortnightly shift might be relieved. The fortnightly categorisation of the workforce appears unique to Angkor. It may have arisen as a logistically appropriate way of rostering large numbers of people such as those recorded in the texts of Roluos from the late 9 th century, maintaining them only when they were on duty. This practice is referred to in at least 46 texts. The earliest example is from K. 809 , while the latest inscription found to mention fortnightly service is K. 754 (CE 1308).
34 In pre-9th century texts, the terms are seen only in personal names. The transliterated K. 1004, dated to CE 691, includes fortnights, pratipakṣa, on line 12, but Michael Vickery (1998: 358-9) considers the text unreliable, and it contains Angkorian forms.
Many inscriptions, containing substantial detail -titled officials, long lists of sanctuary personnel, endowments, temple property -make no mention of fortnights, so we cannot know how widely the system was used.
Under the fortnightly schedule, foundations typically had ricefields with workers dedicated to one or other of the fortnights. In this system, personnel working within the sanctuary -clerics, dancers, musicians, cooks, guards, etc. -were also categorised as working for one of the fortnights. People were appointed to manage the foundation's ritual calendar, land, labour and assets for each fortnight. Thus, the K. 71 (CE 878-977) refers to cow stables and dmār (requisitioners) of paryyaṅ (oil) for each fortnight, as well as guards assigned to the cattle stabled in sheds allocated to each fortnight -all under the authority of a mrateñ, Keeper of the Palace Gate for the clear fortnight. The Samrong inscription, K. 258 (A33-41) lists servants assigned to the god of Liṅgapura for each fortnight; individuals authorised to manage the foundation during each fortnight; and the locations of land and gardens allocated for each fortnight. K. 391W mentions a purohita for each fortnight, while K. 207 (CE 1042) refers to "vraḥ kralā glāṅ pratipakṣa" (the holy stores/chambers of the [temple] treasury for each fortnight). At Vat Baset (K. 207 and K. 208, CE 1042) and Nom Van (K. 391W), the duty roster for each fortnight is divided further into morning, midday and afternoon. Coedès' translations of two texts, K. 754 (B12-13) and K. 850 (11) refer to personnel seemingly in residence during alternate fortnights, but these interpretations are open to question. In the first, Coedès glossed siṅ as reside. Another interpretation, which we consider more feasible, is to preside over a ritual (Jenner, 2009 , Pou, 1992 . In K. 850, the passage uses the word vasana (a garment), yet is translated as "men in service during the saṅkrānta residing there during the clear fortnight". We suggest it might be interpreted as an allowance of garments for the people celebrating the saṅkrānta during the clear fortnight.
Little has been written about the working fortnight. Mabbett noted that teams of 'slaves and goods' were 'available to the temple' only on alternate fortnights and argued that, on their fortnight off, temple personnel may have worked to support themselves. A second proposition mentioned by Mabbett is that for some, working for the temple was a form of usufruct and that during alternate fortnights they may have continued to work for those who had donated them. However, this remains conjectural, as some of the classifiers, which might explain the precise status of workers, are not fully understood (Mabbett 1983: 50-51 ). Mabbett did not distinguish between field and sanctuary workers. For the field workers, the tasks associated with rice cultivation, such as planting and harvesting, are determined by the seasons, and it would have been difficult for them to undertake fieldwork for only half the time at key periods in the year. However, rice producers would likely only have been required to provide a temple with a specified quantity of rice for a particular fortnight from temple or village lands, so their working schedule would not have been constrained by the fortnight. In K. 809 (8-9; 11-14; 19-26) , some villages supplied teams for only one fortnight while one village supplied a team for each of the fortnights.
Let us now consider the sanctuary personnel, who lived within or close to the temple precincts (Evans et al., 2013: 3-4) . In K. 809 (3-9; 14-19), K. 383 (CE 1121:
Columns 1-6) and K. 852 (CE 1107: 5-10) each of two sruk provided the workforce for separate fortnights, while in K. 218 (CE 1049: N12-59) workers for both fortnights were allocated from a single sruk. Again, the absence of a team every second fortnight may have been disruptive, especially during rice production periods -particularly if they were a large proportion of the village population. We suggest that it was more likely that the temple personnel were maintained when off duty primarily in ways other than by growing rice: by their villages or donors; by an allowance; from the remains of offerings; or, hypothetically, through trading, where high-value sanctified food was exchanged for unconsecrated goods. Which of these options were adopted for a particular temple, and whether in fact the schedule was by fortnights, would have depended to some extent on its income and its popularity with pilgrims.
There are indications that the fortnightly organisation extended to some functionaries of the state. In an inscription from Kampeng Nai, K. 374 (5-7), we see "trvac vra [ḥ] rājakāryya pratipakṣa" (an inspector[s] of the "royal service" for both [or each] fortnight), mentioned among witness to the purchase of land. In some instances, for example K. 256 (III, XVIII), foundations or their workers were decreed not to be subject to the vraḥ rājakāryya, the authority ostensibly representing the state in matters of levying of resources and corvée, while in K. 212 (CE 1027: A25-28), we see a royal order that four āśrama should only be the concern of inspectors of the vraḥ rājakāryya, and not that of district chiefs. In K. 380 (CE 1038: 33) and K. 684 (CE 878-1077: 15-16) , officials of the vraḥ rājakāryya were attached to religious foundations. Arguably, certain government roles were carried out under the auspices of temples, as there was often little demarcation between state and temple administration. Sedov (1963) suggested that there were prominent temples which acted as centres for collection of taxed resources for the capital. Mabbett (1978: 30-32) considered that local economies were centred on temples, which in turn had religious and bureaucratic links to state authorities. If so, the rājakāryya would have had a presence there. Indeed, the rājakāryya seen in K. 380 and K. 684, and the 'fortnight' appellation of this official in K. 374, indicate that in these instances at least, the role was at the temple. We might ask whether rājakāryya pratipakṣa were responsible for levying only temple resources or for taxing the general population as well. If the latter, then the fortnightly rostering might have extended into the secular community, perhaps for matters such as corvée. Whatever the motive for dividing the sanctuary workforce into fortnightly teams, its broader consequences deserve to be investigated. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION While many societies with complex administrations have adopted money to simplify payments for goods and services, we should not assume the one entails the other (von Reden 2007: 31; Wicks 1992: 313) . Angkor with its extensive territories between the 9 th and 13 th centuries, and complex bureaucracy illustrates this point. Further, an economy without money need not be associated with a low understanding of mathematical principles nor be without standardised weights and measures. We know that the Khmer had the ability to measure weights or capacities to a fraction of a gram and we argue that temples must have kept accounts.
We cannot be certain about the extent to which the weights were standardised -that is, whether terms represented different quantities in different locations and at different times, as in India. It was not clear whether the stated quantities of allocations to residents of a temple during the reign of Jayavarman VII represented roughly the same amounts as under Yaśovarman three centuries earlier, or whether the value of the prastha (or liḥ) changed significantly. On the other hand, we have seen that the ratio of liḥ to je changed only slightly from 15 in the mid-12 th century (K. 254) to 16 in the late 12 th century (K. 908), and have estimated that at the turn of the 10 th century at least, the liḥ weighed between 800 g and 900 g.
The rice conversion ratio used for daily and festival offerings in the Prasat Beng inscription was found to be 2 or close to 2 consistently, though this could not be confirmed for any other Angkorian inscription. As the allocation of rice was given for each festival offering, together with the yearly total of paddy, this allowed us to calculate the frequency of the festivals of saṅkrānta for this temple. We see that saṅkrānta may have been marked by different astronomical events at two other temples. A similar calculation indicated that tithiviśeṣana, a hapax, was observed twice fortnightly at Prasat Beng. These calculations were valid on the basis that 1 je equalled 15 liḥ, not 16 liḥ, albeit with one exception. By the same reasoning, we showed that the volumetric ratio of cooked rice to rice was also taken as 2.
The conversion ratio from paddy to rice of 2 differs appreciably from the ratio of 2.5 seen in Chola and Sri Lankan texts, indicating that labour was not accounted for at Prasat Beng. We would expect this to be the norm in other religious institutions where temple labour was maintained in-house. We see in several inscriptions that the elite were given more than they would need, being able to profit substantially, and even lower-status temple personnel received more than basic rations. Personnel at this temple were given reduced allowances when off duty and these may have been sufficient to live on. At Trapeang Don On however, the allocations to both the lower status khñuṃ vraḥ and the clerics were probably inadequate, implying that their support was supplemented from other sources. An unrecorded additional donation seems unlike-ly, since a founder would not have recorded part of the foundation's endowment in detail and left the rest unrecorded. The stele of K. 254 appears complete, without lacunae. Foundation personnel could receive food remaining from the offerings and could supplement their revenue through their own efforts, which seems likely where there was fortnightly (or other) rostering. In a number of inscriptions, this scheduling involved the whole workforce, including elites. While different teams of field workers from the one village could be assigned to produce their annual quota for each of the two fortnights, we remain unsure how the temple personnel supplemented their income during their times off duty. For the temple as a whole, we envisage that there could have been profitable activities, one being the trading of sanctified food to pilgrims. In view of the fact that the offerings to the deities were considerably more than what was allocated to personnel, opportunities for augmenting earnings among some or all of the staff may have been available.
That the rhythm of some sanctuary workers' lives was regulated according to the lunar fortnight implies that the communities they belonged to were affected as well. In a sense then, the fortnights might have extended beyond the temple. As well, the instances of an official of the rājakāryya classified according to fortnights and of others based at temples prompt an intriguing thought that perhaps the fortnightly scheduling seen in some religious foundations had some relevance in the secular world as well. But this would depend in part on how widespread the practice was.
Scheduling the fortnightly and festival activities required well-trained astronomers with the mathematical ability to advise the foundations when the auspicious periods began and ended. The founders too had a vested interest in having people with the skills necessary for ensuring proper accounting, and while we may find errors in the calculations, these were not critical. Such errors as are to be seen probably resulted from multiple transcriptions and might be better understood if we remind ourselves that the stone inscriptions were not working documents. Our understanding of the calculations discussed here seems to have been confounded by what appears to be embellishment of the numbers, implying precisions that were false, and sometimes impossible to achieve. The inscriptions were primarily concerned with recording endowments of religious foundations and ensuring sustainability of the ritual, attributing merit, confirming ownership of land and genealogy, and securing entitlements. In such a context, perhaps an appearance of precision was important for the founders and an opportunity for auditors to make their skills manifest.
